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Community Partnership agreement between The Ocean Opportunity Lab (TOOL), and:
……………………………………………..
TOOL is an ocean change makers´ cooperative, launching and developing the world’s first floating lab and
community hub for entrepreneurs and innovators across ocean industries, sustainable business and tech. TOOL
is a commercial entity, built on crowdsourcing principles, re-investing 25% of all profits back into startups &
initiatives that work on solving ocean sustainability issues. TOOLs mission is to build bridges between the
established industries and organizations, and create a diﬀerent environment and arena for the next generation.
Our goal is to create a national and global cooperative created by and for the next generation of change makers,
while making the ocean industries visible to society in an untraditional and engaging way. We hereby invite you
to join our family as collaboration partner. By signing this agreement, you gain the position as a TOOL
community partner. TOOL With this agreement, the partner registers which collaboration area they wish to
include and further work out detailed plans and commitments for;
Activity Partner: Collaborate on value-creating initiatives, such as cross-organisational innovation sprints,
workshops & seminar/events
Hub partner: Hubs, accelerators, a.o. and their startups are welcome to use the drop-in seats at TOOL for
relevant activities, during business trips, if both parties agree on that, upon request, subject to space
availability. The partner will accommodate the same for relevant members of TOOL
Creative Space & Experience resource partner: Partnership on physical and/or digital co-creation of the
sections of TOOL
Engagement partner: Industry engagement/branding projects to mobilize & engage society & the next
generation
Other collaboration area request/suggestion: ………………………………………………………………….
Sponsor/commercial partner
General for all partners: Both the parties agree to work for cross-collaboration and promote the other on their
oﬃcial website to further improve awareness and engagement across the partners´ networks. Upon request
and agreement, share content on relevant digital channels.

Collaboration period & Termination
The collaboration starts on the date the agreement is returned to TOOL and for 1 year. The partnership will be
automatically renewed. The collaboration agreement can be terminated by sending an oﬃcial email, in case
either part. Both TOOL and the partner agree to work out any diﬀerence of opinion within reason before taking
this step. The notice period is one month, and all the formal ties including a mention on website and any
promotional material will be discontinued at this time.

Date: ……………………..

____________________________________
Partner:
The Ocean Opportunity Lab
Name:
Birgit M. Liodden
Title:
CEO & Founder

____________________________________
Partner:
Name:
Title:

The Ocean Opportunity Lab
mail@theoceanopportunitylab.com
+47 95 17 13 89

